
 

 

TOMATOES 

 

BDG Trial Tomatoes-new this year! 

Bellevue Demo Garden evaluates a large number of new tomatoes each year, and this year the extra plants are available for purchase. Many 

are new to the market, all are exciting—choose by type: cherry, saladette, small-fruited, slicer, Roma/heart, and dwarf.  

Cherry and Grape Tomatoes 

Chocolate Sprinkles: Bite-sized grape tomatoes, red with green stripes. Delicious! Indeterminate, hybrid, 65 days. 

Esterina: Crack-resistant golden cherry tomato produces excellent yields on big clusters. Sweet, well-balanced flavor. Indeterminate, hybrid, 

60 days. 

Garnet: Early maturing plant produces high yields of 1-2 oz reddish brown cherry tomatoes. Outstanding flavor. Indeterminate, open-

pollinated, 70 days. 

Juliet: Large, delicious red grape tomato that reliably produces excellent harvest. Indeterminate, hybrid, 60 days. 

Midnight Snack: Glossy violet-black cherry tomatoes are produced heavily all summer long on large vines. Excellent sweet tangy flavor. 

Indeterminate, hybrid, 68 days. 

Orange Zinger: Crack-resistant dark orange cherry that produces high yields of delicious fruits. Indeterminate, hybrid, 60 days.   

Patio Choice Red: DWARF. Compact, cascading plants grow to 24” and produce generous amount of red cherry tomatoes. Great for 

containers. Determinate, hybrid, 60 days.  

Patio Choice Yellow: DWARF. AAS winner. Small, cascading plants yield a huge supply of 2 oz sweet yellow cherries. Perfect for containers. 

Determinate, hybrid, 55 days. 

Rosella: Gloriously rich, deep magenta cherry. Prolific production of 1-2 oz fruits, excellent sweet fruity flavor. Indeterminate, hybrid, 72 days. 

Sungold: Perennial favorite and taste-test winner. Deep golden cherries produced throughout the season with a flavor that’s hard to beat. 

Indeterminate, hybrid, 65 days. 

Sunrise Bumblebee: Yellow, round cherry tomato with red stripes and pink interior marbling. Gorgeous combination of yellows and reds, 

inside and out. Excellent sweet and tangy flavor from the same breeder as Blush. Indeterminate, open-pollinated, 65 days. 

Sweet Million: Classic red cherry tomato with incredible flavor and production. Indeterminate, hybrid, 65 days. 

White Cherry: Produces loads of pale ivory to yellow 1” fruits. Very sweet, fruity flavor. Indeterminate, open-pollinated, 75 days. 

Yellow Pear: Teardrop shaped cherry tomatoes, delightful in salads. Prolific and sweet tasting. Indeterminate, open-pollinated, 75 days. These 

plants were started in early March and are large and ready to bloom! 

Saladette Tomatoes 

Blush: One of our new favorites!  Elongated yellow cherry tomato with pink stripes.  Excellent sweet, fruity flavor, delicious and prolific.  

Indeterminate, open-pollinated, 70 days. 

Jaune Flammé: French heirloom. Gorgeous deep-orange golf ball size fruits are generously produced all season. Excellent flavor. 

Indeterminate, open-pollinated, 75 days. 

Lucky Tiger: Sister selection of Blush, elongated cherry, green with red stripes. Delicious flavor, good production. Indeterminate, open-

pollinated, 70 days. 

Matina: This very early variety bears loads of 2-4 oz red fruit with terrific flavor normally found only in a large tomato. Potato-leaved plants 

produce large clusters of abundant tomatoes that start early and bear all season. Indeterminate, open-pollinated, 58 days. 



 

 

Shimmer: Enchanting small cocktail-type tomato bursting with succulent flavor. Produces huge yields of gorgeous tomatoes with green and 

gold stripes. Indeterminate, hybrid, 75 days. 

Stupice: Small, red salad tomato is early and cold tolerant—makes a great choice for the Pacific NW. Indeterminate, open-pollinated, 60 days. 

Roma (sauce) Tomatoes 

Amish Paste: Many believe this to be the ultimate paste tomato! Giant, blocky, Roma-type tomatoes have delicious red flesh that is perfect for 

sauce, canning, and fresh eating. Indeterminate, open-pollinated, 80 days. 

Black Plum: Prolific, heirloom Russian tomato with small brownish-red oval fruits. Great for sauce and roasting. Indeterminate, open-

pollinated, 72 days. 

San Marzano: One of the very best tasting Roma-type tomatoes.  Meaty red fruits grow 4-5” long and are set in large clusters.  Indeterminate, 

open-pollinated, 78 days. 

Speckled (Striped) Roman: Beautiful red sauce tomato with golden streaks. Great for cooking or fresh eating with very sweet flavor. 

Indeterminate, open-pollinated, 80 days. 

Small Slicer Tomatoes 

Black Sea Man: One of our favorites! Medium size fruit with incredible color and flavor.  Determinate, open-pollinated, 75 days. 

Dark Galaxy: Another stunning variety from Brad Gates! With mottled skin resembling a scene from deep space, each fascinating fruit depicts 

the depth and beauty of the night sky. Small fruits have red and orange stripes covered in random speckles and layered by deep blue. The 

flavor is a perfect balance of tangy-sweetness. Indeterminate, open-pollinated, 75 days. 

Green Zebra: Mid-sized tomato, yellow-green with stripes.  Delicious and tangy, perfect for salads.  Indeterminate, open-pollinated, 72 days. 

 

Slicer Tomatoes 

Big Beef: AAS Winner. Early maturity and superior disease tolerance.  Bears twice the number of extra-large fruits as other varieties in its 

class, with tasty classic tomato flavor.  Indeterminate, hybrid, 73 days. 

Big Brandy: Cross between Brandywine and Big Dwarf. Huge pink fruit with outstanding flavor, quite early for its size. Indeterminate, hybrid, 

75 days. 

Black Krim: Russian heirloom. Produces dark maroon, flattened tomatoes with wonderfully rich flavor. Indeterminate, open-pollinated, 75 

days. 

Blue Beauty: Best new tomato from 2016! Gorgeous blue mid-sized slicers, high antioxidant content, and fantastic flavor.  Holds well on and 

off the vine.  Indeterminate, open-pollinated, 80 days. 

Brandywine: Classic heirloom has potato-leaved foliage and large pink fruit. Excellent flavor. Indeterminate, open-pollinated, 80-85 days. 

Cherokee Purple: An old Cherokee Indian heirloom, pre-1890.  Beautiful deep dusky purple-pink color, superb sweet flavor, and very large 

sized fruit.  Indeterminate, open-pollinated, 80 days. 

Lucid Gem: This tomato has it all, with gorgeous appearance and fantastic flavor. This sister selection to Blue Beauty yields loads of 5-ounce, 

beefsteak-type fruits, first ripening yellow, then more toward orange when very ripe. Indeterminate, open-pollinated, 80 days. 

Momotaro: Very popular in Japanese markets. Beautiful large pink slicers are absolutely delicious. Indeterminate, hybrid, 70 days. 

Mortgage Lifter: Heirloom favorite! These tomatoes were developed in the 1920s, and according to lore, their extraordinary taste was such a 

success that the farmer was able to pay off his home mortgage by selling plants of this variety. Large pink tomatoes are known for their sweet, 

rich flavor and impressive size, some reaching up to 2 pounds. Indeterminate, open-pollinated, 80 days. 

Pineapple: Very large yellow fruits have beautiful red marbling through the flesh. The flavor is very sweet and fruity with good yields 



 

 

Pink Berkeley Tie-Dye: One of our favorite tomatoes!  Large pink and green striped tomatoes are as delicious as they are beautiful. Heavy 

yields and early ripening.  Indeterminate, open-pollinated, 65 days. 

Sweet Tangerine: Beautiful golden color and very sweet. Large fruit, early ripening and compact plant size. Determinate, hybrid, 68 days. 

 

TOMATILLOS AND GROUND CHERRIES 

 

Ground Cherry: Easy-to-grow plants produce small golden berries inside of papery husks. Sweet, fruity flavor. Eat fresh or use for jams. 

Ground Cherries are ripe when they fall off the plant onto the ground. 

Tomatillo Toma Verde: Classic green tomatillo. Ripe when husk begins to split. 

Tomatillo Queen of Malinalco: Heirloom from Mexico. Large golden fruits have a sweet, almost fruity flavor. 

 

PEPPERS – HOT  (Heat measured in Scoville Heat Units (SHU)) 

Anaheim: Mildly hot, medium size pepper grows to 6-10 inches. 500-2500 SHU. 

Bulgarian Carrot: Ripens to bright orange and looks like a small carrot. 12,000 SHU. 

Cajun Belle: Resembles a tiny bell pepper and carries just a bit of zing. 500-4000 SHU. 

Cayenne Ring of Fire: Early and productive variety. Eat fresh or dried. 50,000 SHU. 

Early Jalapeño: Prolific yields, great for cooler climates. Variable heat. 5000-30,000 SHU. 

Goat Horn: Glossy red 4”-6” fruits curve and resemble a goat’s horn. Easy to grow. 20,000 SHU. 

Hatch Green Chile: Mild green fruits are 6” long and have thick walls. 1000 SHU. 

Hatch Red Chile: Medium hot fruits have thin walled skin and are excellent for drying. 6000-7000 SHU. 

Hungarian Yellow Wax: Harvest when yellow before complete maturity. Fruits reach 8”. 5000-10,000 SHU. 

Numex Jalapeño Lemon Spice: Delightful jalapeño ripens to bright yellow. 30,000 SHU. 

Orange Rocoto: Also known as Apple Chile. Grows well in cooler weather. 30,000 SHU. 

Pepperoncino: Mildly hot, sweet peppers are excellent for frying and pickling. 100-500 SHU. 

Red Mushroom: Scotch bonnet type is high yielding and early maturing. Very tasty, fruity, and spicy. 30,000-50,000 SHU. 

PEPPERS – SWEET 

Carmen: Corno di Toro type performs well in cooler climates. Excellent for frying and roasting. 

Cubanelle: Sweet pepper that can occasionally have mild heat (1000 SHU). Typically harvested at pale green stage. 

Escamillo: Golden yellow peppers are very sweet on early-bearing compact plants. AAS winner. 

Fushimi: Traditional Japanese sweet pepper. Thin walled and glossy bright green. 

Giant Marconi: One of the biggest Italian-type sweet peppers. Early bearing, sweet-smoky flavor. AAS winner. 

Gypsy: Performs well in a variety of climates. Ripens from light yellow to orange to red. Very sweet flavor. 

Jimmy Nardello: Heirloom Italian pepper is long and thin-skinned. Great for frying or drying. Easy to grow. 



 

 

Melrose: Sweet Italian pepper is 4”-6” long and has a very rich sweet flavor when fully red ripe. Excellent frying pepper. 

Padron: Bright green Spanish peppers are sweet, but occasionally have a small amount of heat. Popular in tapas bars. 

Shishito: Small wrinkled green peppers are delicious seared in olive oil and sea salt. Occasionally has a small amount of heat. 

Sweet Banana: Prolific producer is excellent for frying and pickling. Easy to grow and does well in containers. 

Sweet Chocolate: Medium size semi-bell-shaped fruits ripen early and do well in cooler climates. Ripens to rich reddish brown. 

 

EGGPLANT 

Eclipse: 8” glossy purple-black fruits on disease-resistant plants. High yielding and easy to grow. 

Fairy Tale: Petite plants produce loads of small purple and white striped fruits. Sweet, non-bitter fruits are a chef’s favorite. 

Millionaire: Japanese type produces 8”-10” long glossy dark purple eggplants. Excellent flavor. 

Patio Baby: Produces a bumper crop of tiny purple-black eggplant. Early maturing and adapted to shorter seasons. 

Pingtung Long: From Taiwan, fruits are magenta and 12”-18” long. Very sweet and tender. 

 

HERBS 

Anise Hyssop: Herbaceous perennial produces blue flowers and fragrant foliage with a licorice-like scent. 

Basil – Cinnamon: Dark green foliage with purple flowers, has a deep cinnamon fragrance. 

Basil – Genovese: Classic green basil used for pesto and caprese. 

Basil – Lemon: Light green foliage has a strong lemon scent. Great for beverages. 

Basil – Lettuce Leaf: Huge fragrant leaves can be used to make wraps or sliced to use like regular basil. 

Basil – Lime: Light green foliage has distinct lime fragrance. Goes well with beverages and spicy foods. 

Basil – Purple Opal: Deep purple foliage is richly scented and adds both flavor and color to dishes. 

Basil – Red Freddy Genovese: Same flavor and aroma as Genovese with striking red leaves. 

Basil – Sweet Thai: Classic basil for Southeast Asian cuisine. Holds flavor and texture well after cooking. 

Borage: Fast-growing annual produces sky blue flowers that taste a bit like cucumber. Nice addition to salads and beverages. 

Bronze Fennel: Perennial. Grown mostly for its seeds, which have a milder, more delicate taste than other fennels. 

Stevia: Very sweet leaves can be used as a sugar substitute. 

 

SQUASH - SUMMER 

Zucchini Gold Rush: Deep yellow zucchini. Prolific producer. 

Zucchini Italian Stripe: Dark green and white striped zucchini. Delicious and productive. 

 

 



 

 

SQUASH – WINTER 

Honey Nut Baby Butternut: 1 pound “personal sized” butternuts mature to 4”-5” on small space-saving vines. 

Delicata Jester: Green striped squash is oval and tapered at both ends. Excellent flavor. 

Waltham Butternut: Delicious butternut grows to 6 pounds. Very good yields and excellent for storage. 

 

CUCUMBERS 

Beit Alpha: Very sweet, tender skin, and usually picked small. Parthenocarpic variety does not rely on pollinators to set fruit. 

Bella: Never bitter, very sweet flavor, and nice crisp texture. Grows well in greenhouse or outdoor production. 

General Lee: Dark green fruits with white spines average 8” long. High yield potential with this variety. 

Green Fingers: Baby Persian type. Crisp, smooth-skinned, flavorful variety that is best picked at 4”-6”. 

Marketmore: The standard for American slicing cucumbers. Long, slender, dark green with tender skin, 8”-9”. 

Patio Snacker: Compact plants are perfect for tight spaces or containers, but still produce high yields of delicious cucumbers. 

Summer Dance: Japanese burpless variety is dark green and grows to 9”. Uniform appearance, delicious flavor. 

 

PEAS 

Oregon Sugar Pod II: Disease-resistant plants produce flat, tender snow peas. Easy to grow and produces well during cooler months. 

Sugar Snap: Produces plentiful harvest of plump, sweet snap peas. 6’ vines need trellis support. 

 

SALAD GREENS, MISC. 

Amaranth Chinese Giant Orange: Large plants have orange stalks and seedheads. Can produce up to 1 lb seed per plant. 

Amaranth Opopeo: Mexican heirloom has bronze foliage and red flower spikes. Tasty leaves are tender when picked young. 

Arugula: Fast-growing greens are tender and bite-sized with a tangy, peppery flavor. 

California Spicy Greens: Salad blend contains arugula, mizuna, red mustard, and curly endive. 

Chinese Multicolor Spinach: Leaf amaranth is a popular Asian green. Very attractive and makes a good spinach substitute. 

Johnny Jump-Up: Easy-to-grow annual makes tasty salad garnishes and decorations.  Readily self-sows. 

Little Gem Lettuce: Petite heads of crunchy romaine are one of the best tasting lettuces. Heat tolerant. 

Malabar Spinach: Heat-tolerant spinach substitute. Young leaves can be eaten raw or cooked. Needs trellis support. 

Siamese Dragon Stir-Fry Blend: Great for salads or stir-fry, contains bok choy, mustards, tatsoi, daikon radish, and more. 

Tuscan Kale: Also known as Lacinato or Dinosaur Kale. Dark green leaves have a mild flavor. Good raw or cooked. 

Victorian Pansy: Slightly sweet green or grassy flavor. Use as garnishes, in fruit or green salads, or in soups. 

Wine Country Mesclun: Easy-to-grow blend contains 8 lettuces, arugula, spinach, Asian greens, and chard. 

 


